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Abstract— The computerized world we are living in has a ton of information and data that is utilized by an
assortment of clients, for example, videos, books and articles. Different users like different content. Getting
what each user likes can be irritating. Each online services provider always aims in having many clients.
Recommender systems importance’s arises in such situations. The recommender framework proposes to a
client some substance for example e.g. movies and books depending on what the user likes. In this research, a
new movie recommender system is proposed, that will be able to improve the existing recommender systems.
With this new recommender framework, the client will receive an improved forecast contrasted with different
frameworks that as of now exist for example content-based filtering and collaborative-filtering. In order to
overcome the disadvantages of the both methods (collaborative filtering algorithm (unsupervised learning)
and content-based filtering algorithm (supervised learning)), the new system combines both methods. This
will bring up a more stable system compared to the existing ones.
Keywords: movies, content-based filtering, collaborative-filtering, combined-algorithm, supervised-learning,
unsupervised-learning, Pearson correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s world, many movies are released each month. This quantity is so much that a person may not be
able to keep track of the movies he likes. Users gets confused because a lot of movies or other items exist on
internet. To illustrate this, a user may wish to watch a movie, there are thousands of movies online and not all of
them might be watched by a given user, based on preferences. This selection problem brings a need to have a
system that suggests a movie or any other item to a user automatically as this will save user time.
Recommendation systems are data filtering systems that try to estimate what different users would prefer
using the preference of the users, Neysiani et al. (2019). Recommendation system have offer a lot of help in
recommending some content to users. Over the past few years, many recommendation systems have arisen that
recommends different content to different people. Such content includes movies, books and music. The search
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engines and websites that sell products also use the recommendation systems to recommends products to their
users. More often, the recommendations systems gather the user's preferences data and later uses the data to
suggest to the user.
The recommendations systems can also be used to give improvements, according to the behaviour of most
people, Asha & Rajkumar (2019, September). An example can be in Alibaba. If an observation can be made in
Alibaba that a large number of people who buyers Samsung phone also buys a Samsung smartwatch, a
recommendation to buy a Samsung smartwatch will be given to a user who buys a Samsung smartphone. With
the many applications in the present days therefore, it is not possible to live without the recommendation
systems. There are different types of recommending systems that exist. Some combine different techniques to be
more accurate. In the recommendation systems, accuracy is the main objective when suggesting movies or any
other item to a user. For that reason, this paper will combine two most popular techniques in order to give a
user more accurate prediction.
Many recommendation systems are not able to suggest appropriately to a user, Vartak et al. (2017). This
brings up the need to develop a more suitable recommending system that will overcome the shortcomings that
are experienced in the existing systems. Different users have different preferences, and this is one of the
problems the recommendation systems need to solve. The proposed recommendation system in this paper will
filter the information about a movie and predicts users the best movies. The system will utilize two algorithms,
i.e., the collaborative filtering and content-based algorithms. The content filter will suggest movies to users
based on the information collected about a user. The collaborative filtering method will be used to put users into
groups according to their similarities. It will make a recommendation to a user based on the information about
the group
The paper contains five themed parts which are literature review, research problem, methodology, testing and
conclusion. The literature review section explore the earlier researches which are related to movie
recommendation. Research problem is a section that will show a gap that exist which will be addressed in this
paper. Methodology is the most crucial part of this paper. It will show how the two filtering algorithm will be
merged to come up with a more accurate algorithm. The testing part is a section that will compare the results of
the existing standalone recommender system with the proposed algorithm. Finally, the conclusion part which
concludes the whole paper and gives how this may be improve d in the future.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recommendation systems
Many movie recommendation systems have been created with the aim of improving movie suggestions to
users. One of the systems is the MOVREC, Kumar, et al. (2015). This movie recommendation system gives
recommendations to users using following the collaborative filtering algorithm. The system uses information
that is provided by a user. The system provides a recommendation to a user by analyzing the user information.
The movie with the highest rating is recommended to the user, followed by others with lower ratings. In this
system, a user can also select the attributes which he wishes the systems to use to give a recommendation,
Kumar et al. (2015). This system utilizing the collaborative approach only is faced with problems such as early
rater problems; therefore, a gap exists.
Another research that is, Kuzelewska (2014), that proposed a recommendation system that would help users
to get interesting products. This system used data from other users i.e., ratings of movies. The system used
clustering to get similar preferences of different users, Kuzelewska, (2014). The implementation of the system
was in Apache Mahout Environment. This recommendation system was tested on a movie database. The
selected similarity measures were depending on Euclidean distance, loglikelihood, and the correlation
coefficient, Kuzelewska (2014). Likewise, the system experienced shortcomings that can be solved by our new
proposed system.
Another system is the MovieLens, Harper & Konstan, (2015). This recommendation system uses
collaborative filtering to recommend movies. Many recommending systems use the single similarity scheme;
however, this system uses both the item and the user similarities. This system makes use of matrix factorization.
When a new user signs up in the application, the user is supposed to give ratings to a given number of movies;
the movies are of a different type. This helps the system to learn user preferences, thus avoiding the cold start
problem, Harper & Konstan, (2015). This system has demerits since the reliability of the rating given during the
sign-up process is questionable. This problem will be solved in the proposed system.
Costin-Gabriel et al. (2015) did a research and come up with a movie recommender, a framework which
utilizes the data known about the client to give film suggestions. This framework try to take care of the issue of
interesting suggestions which comes about because of disregarding the information distinct to the client. The
psychological profile of the client, their viewing history and the information including film scores from different
sites is gathered. They are based on total closeness calculations. The framework is a half content based and half
collaborative filtering.
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Additionally, a research by Ponnam et al. (2016, February), propose to develop an item based collaborative
filtering algorithm. The systems developed in this paper used the ratings given to same items to give
recommendation. This system aimed at replacing the content base filtering algorithm which has many
disadvantages, compared to the collaborative filtering algorithm. This paper using only the collaborative
filtering technique, was not able to more accurate. This paper will address this by using both content based and
collaborative filtering algorithm.
The proposed system will combine both the content-based algorithm and the collaborative filtering algorithm.
By so doing, this system will have the advantages of both the content-based and collaborative algorithm. The
system will also be able to overcome the demerits of each algorithm hence bringing up a more stable and
reliable system.
Content-based filtering (background information)
This is one of the basic methodology of predicting items or substance to the client. The thought here is that if
a client demonstrates he loves an item by clicking, or by giving high appraising, or via searching or perusing it
implies he has the high chance that they would he likes the item. Content-based filtering, additionally alluded to
as cognitive filtering, suggests things dependent on an evaluation between the substance of the things and a
client profile. A couple of issues must be seen while executing a content based filtering framework. In the first
place, terms can either be consigned automatically or physically .when terms are appointed out automatically a
procedure must be picked that can pick these terms from things. Second, the terms must be addressed with the
ultimate objective that both the customer profile and the things can be pondered in a significant way. Third, a
learning calculation, must be picked that can get acquainted with the customer profile reliant on watched things
and can make recommendations subject to this customer profile. Independent content based isn't common yet, it
is used with various sorts of recommendations structures to shape join algorithms, to frame progressively
precise and stable systems.
In movies recommendation, Content-based filtering is a supervised learning algorithm, Roy et al. (2019,
October). This method of filtering gives recommendations to a movie by comparing the movie profile and the
customer profile. It recommends movies to users depending on what the users like.
An example of a movie (m) genre can be said to be:
m= (romance, action, scifi)
Supervised learning can be applied to learn the genre of a movie from the marketing sites. A genre of an
action movie, for example, can be defined as
w= (0, 1, 0)

Fig 1: content-based filtering

The algorithm also learns how a user can like a given movie based on the movie's user likes. The preference
m1 of a given user who likes the genres action and romance but does not like scifi can be defined as,
m1= (0.8, 08, 0),
based on how much the user likes the genres. The similarity between the two movies can be calculated using
the cosine similarity. The cosine similarity is used because it is fast and does not depend on the magnitude, Luo
et al. (2018, October). The similarity of vector v and u, is the ratio of the dot product and product of their
magnitudes.
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This will get the movies that are similar to a given movie. This method of recommendation has the following
advantages:
 Unrated items can be rated with this method
 This method does not need information of other users to give prediction.
The method has the following demerits:
 Does not work for a new user since it requires users to have rated some movies to get their preferences
 Cannot recommend unexpected movies
Collaborative filtering (background information)
Collaborative filtering is procedure behind many predictor systems. suggestions outline works study
information about customers with similar tastes to assess the probability that a target individual will value
something, for instance, a video, a book or any other item. Collaborative filtering utilizes calculations to channel
information from client ratings to make customized suggestions for clients with comparative inclinations.
Collaborative filtering is likewise used to choose substance and publicizing for people via web-based
networking media. Three sorts of Collaborative filtering generally utilized in prediction frameworks are
neighbor-based, item to-item and classification-based. In neighbor-based method, clients are chosen for their
closeness to the client who is active. This closeness is controlled by coordinating clients who have posted
comparative ratings. In view of the past likeness, it is assumed that future preferences will likewise be
comparable. From the mean rating of the neighbors, suggestions are made for the client who is active. The item
to-item filtering system utilizes a matrix to decide the similarity of sets of things.
The classification based collaborative filtering framework suggests things dependent on how comparable
clients loved that characterization or type. It is expected that clients that appreciate or hate comparative
encounters inside a characterization will likewise appreciate others inside that grouping. Some collaborative
filtering frameworks are memory-based, such as neighboring-and item to-item models, which think about
similitudes of clients or things. Others are model-based, utilizing AI to think about divergent things. Combined
frameworks incorporate highlights of both memory-based and model-based sifting.
Recommendation frameworks are utilized to give suggestions to a wide services. In any case, they can
experience various troubles. The sparsity is one of the fundamental obstacles to collaborative filtering especially
in frameworks with numerous things. New things likewise will in general be hard to give suggestions to. In new
recommendation frameworks, it is difficult to give great recommendations before enough clients have entered
ratings.
In movie recommendations, collaborative gives movie recommendations based on the ratings of other people. It
is an unsupervised learning algorithm. This algorithm gives recommendations clients depending on similarities
between clients or the films, Sadanand et al. (2018). This similarity is computed by the Pearson correlation
coefficient as shown below.

𝑟𝑢, 𝑖 is the rating of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ item of client 𝑢,
𝑟𝑢 is the mean rating of client 𝑢,
𝑐𝑜𝑚 (𝑢,) is the items rated by both client 𝑢 and client 𝑣
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An example is that one user can ask another user to recommend movies if they have similar taste as illustrated in
figure 2. According to Ponnam et al. (2016, February), on their paper about creating a movie system using item
based collaborative algorithm, they indicated that collaborative techniques are more accurate compared to
content based techniques. The paper also indicated that rather than the low accuracy, content based filtering
method are faced with more challenges big error prediction and scalability preferring collaborative filtering to
content based filtering.

Fig 1: collaborative filtering algorithm

This method also has some demerits, which are:
 Cannot recommend fresh movies
 The algorithm encounters sparsity problem, and this occurs when the response data is too sparse to get
the neighbors of a given movie.
Research Problem
Although deep research has been done earlier concerning the recommendation systems, problem exist with
the stand-alone content-based filtering and the collaborative filtering algorithm. The main problem of this
standalone systems is cold start. Cold start is a problem that exist with new users, i.e. they cannot recommend
any information to a new user. Due to such disadvantages of standalone content-based filtering and
collaborative filtering, a problem exists which will be addressed in this paper by combining both recommended
methods. Although collaborative and content-based filtering algorithms can be implemented in many different
ways, the problem still persist if they are not combining. This research will combine both methods in order to
get the benefits of both filtering algorithms in the proposed system. This will result in the building of a hybrid
system that is more stable than the existing ones. The resultant algorithm will be tested and compared with
standalone algorithms to prove its efficiency.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed systems combine the two discussed filtering techniques i.e. the collaborative and the contentbased. This new algorithm will utilize the user ratings. The user-rating rating matrix will be filled by the
content-based filtering since it is sparse. There will be a need to download movie content. This will be done
using the web crawler and stored. The downloaded content will be the user rating matrix. After this, the contentbased will be used in training individual user rating vectors, using the downloaded content. The user rating
vector will be transformed into an artificial rating matrix. The artificial rating matrix will be composed of the
real and the output rating matrix after training. This new artificial user rating matrix will be filtered using the
collaborative algorithm and recommendation given to a user. The figure below shows how the new algorithm
will work.
The new algorithm explained in steps:
1. By using the content-based, the algorithm calculates the artificial user rating vector v, for user u in the
datastore.
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Fig 2: the information flow of the new algorithm

2.

The algorithm weights all the users based on similarity with the user who is active. This is calculated
using the Pearson correlation, Zhou et al. (2016), of their rating vectors, as shown below.

In this formula, ra, i is appraising given to item I by client a.
𝑟𝑎 is the average rating given to item I by client a
m is the quantity of items.
The algorithm selects a given number of users with the closest similarity with the user who is active. These are
the neighbors of the active users
The algorithm then computes the prediction. This is done by using the formulae below.
Prediction is calculated as follows:

𝑝𝑎, is the expectation for the active client for item I,
𝑎, is the similitude between clients a and u;
n is the quantity of clients in the area
IV. TESTING AND RESULTS
So as to know whether our new framework works better than the individual collaborative and content based, I
evaluated the two strategies and the integrated framework utilizing a similar set of information. The content and
collaborative frameworks were evaluated first. The users who have rated at least 50 movies were used and result
presented in a bar graph. The results of each framework were recorded for the purpose of comparison.
Collaborative filtering system was 0.69 accurate. Collaborative filtering was computed by the Pearson
correlation the content-based frame work was also evaluated. This algorithm produced a precision value of 0.68
accuracy and a 0.42 recall value. This result for each method alone was quite good, but combining the two
methods was better.
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The combined algorithm produced an accuracy value of 0.8. Comparing this value to that of the individual
algorithms, it means that this combined algorithm increased accuracy by 16%. This new value indicates that the
new framework can defeat the inadequacy that every individual framework has, in this line giving the film
suggestions more precisely. The interrogated calculation additionally improved the time it takes to predict a film.
The independent recommenders generally take more time while suggesting videos. The groundwork results have
shown that the running time of the new framework is better. The figure below shows the results of the precision
of every framework.

Fig 3: Results of the 3 methods represented

V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, there are many existing recommender system which uses one algorithm while recommending
thus are faced with disadvantages. To avoid such shortcoming, this paper has researched and developed a new
movie recommender algorithm that combine the two most common algorithm in recommender systems. The
collaborative algorithm and the content based algorithm are the most common algorithms in this field. The
resultant framework appreciates the benefits and keep away from the bad marks of each independent calculation.
The resultant algorithm also give predictions to a user about a movie efficiently compared to the stand alone
algorithm and this is evidenced by the experiment that was done. The two frameworks which are the
collaborative filtering that places clients into bunches as per their similitude and content-based framework
predicting films to clients dependent on the data gathered about a client are interrogated. The consequences of
the joined framework are vastly improved contrasted with those of a different technique. The new framework
had a precision of 80% instead of that of 69 % of the different frameworks. This new framework has addressed
problems in each separate framework.
Even if the new algorithm has addressed the problem with the stand alone recommender system, there is still
room for improvement. In the future, this system can be improved further by combining clustering techniques
and similarities which is will make the recommendations even more accurate. Combining this two will reduce
the mean absolute error. In the future, the system could also be made in such a way that it will recommend other
items, not just movies e.g., songs and books. This algorithm can also be improved further so that it reduces even
the time it takes to recommend a movie.
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